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THANK YOU 

If we’ve missed you we apologize, and we would be happy to take you for coffee to make up for it! Please e-mail us at info@accessiblehousing.ca

2     accessiblehousing.ca 

OUR VISION 
Everyone has a home and 

belongs in community.

OUR MISSION
We open doors to homes that are accessible and 

affordable for people with limited mobility.

OUR VALUES 
Compassion 
Community

Integrity
Empowerment

We match people’s unique needs to a variety of homes and supports.  Clients and 
residents are provided with compassionate care and support so that individuals 

are connected to the services, relationships and activities that help them achieve 
a higher level of well-being.  Residents develop a sense of hope and strength by 

fostering a sense of connection and belonging with the community.

What We Do
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MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD CHAIR & EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

To start off, we would like to thank our dedicated 
team of employees, funders, donors, volunteers, 
partners, and supporters.  We would also like to 
express our sincere gratitude to our clients and 
residents for allowing us to be part of your story – 
you are the reason we continue do what we do. 

2019/2020 was another year of transition for 
Accessible Housing. The Board was delighted to 
secure Stacey as the full-time Executive Director 
in September to lead the organization forward, and 
we were subsequently able to fill out our Executive 
Leadership Team positions by January when we filled 
the roles of the Director of Finance and Director of 
Fund Development.  

Thank you so much to Colette Hyde for temporarily 
stepping down from her role on the Board of 
Directors to fill the Interim Director of Finance 
position. We are very grateful for your leadership 
and work through the transition and very happy to 
have you back on the Board. 

Many of us are aware of how challenging it can be 
to find affordable housing in today’s market, but for 
those living with limited mobility it can become an 
insurmountable task. At Accessible Housing, we 
are not just about housing, we offer crucial wrap 
around supports to those we serve to assist them 
to lead their own lives. Through focused programs 
and services developed over 45 years, we help with 
building a community, empowering people, and 
changing lives. 

Our programs and services remained unchanged 
throughout the year but they continue to evolve to 
best suit the needs of clients and residents.  We 
encourage you to continue reading this report to 
learn what happened in each program over the year.  
Toward the end of our fiscal year, adjustments to 
programs were needed due to the pandemic but our 
dedicated Board and staff made sure that the needs 
of clients and residents were still met. The health 
and safety of everyone was of utmost importance 
and we are so proud of our team for their response 
in this challenging time by finding innovative ways to 
deliver services, as we know many other programs 
supporting the community suffered during this time.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
David McElhanney   
Stephen Randall   
Dr. John Latter   
Irene Pfeiffer   
Denise Froese   
Aron Balakrishnan                   
Dr. Caroline Turner
Tara Weber
Georg Paffrath
Sara Lambert
Leanne Likness
Anita Warnick
Colette Hyde

Unfortunately, we had to postpone our Dinner 
for Doors event that was scheduled for March 
26, 2020.  Thank you to all who purchased 
tickets, sponsored the event or donated items 
for the auction.  We hope that one day soon we 
can reschedule the event that helps Accessible 
Housing raise funds to support our work – stay 
tuned to our social media channels for current 
information.

Our work sees us face challenges and roadblocks 
day to day but when we help residents and 
clients put all the right pieces together, by far 
we experience some of the most rewarding 
outcomes and are some of the most fortunate 
of all who labour. Fundamentally, we are 
humanitarians doing what we can to help and 
support others to live in community and achieve 
their potential. Isn’t that what it’s all about? We 
think so. 

Dave McElhanney
Board Chair

Stacey Stilling
Executive Director

Thank you so much to our volunteer Board of Directors. Your time and dedication to 
Accessible Housing is greatly appreciated.
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In October, Accessible Housing created peer-
nominated staff awards based on our four 
values - Compassion, Community, Integrity, 
and Empowerment. 

Congratulations to the recipients of the 2019 
awards!

COMPASSION
Joyce Obroni

EMPOWERMENT
Charo Brown

INTEGRITY
Alan Horn

COMMUNITY
Oscar Jarquin-Barberena

“Navigating the road to 
independent living can be so 
daunting and challenging, 
even more so with mobility 
limitations. It is an incredible 
privilege to work in a position 
where I have the opportunity 
to support people on their 
journey to living happier, fuller 
lives.”

   -Shayla, Case Manager, 
Bridge to Home

“Accessible Housing is the most 
rewarding organization I’ve ever 
had the pleasure of working 
for. The moment I stepped in 
the door I knew it was where 
I was supposed to be. I have 
never cared so much about an 
organization and all the people 
in it. I have learned a lot from 
talking to the residents of 
Inclusio, and every day I feel that 
my job is making a difference for 
people with limited mobility.”
      - Cat, Administrator, Inclusio

Here’s what some of our staff have to say about 
working at Accessible Housing
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Newbridge provides Permanent Supportive 
Housing and is founded on the principles 
of Housing First, harm reduction, client-
centered, strength-based support, and 
therapeutic community. The goal is to 
ensure a successful housing experience 
for the client. Intensive case management 
support is provided to address the 
immediate and long-term needs of the 
individuals. Clients are supported to 
stabilize in a supportive housing setting, to 
gain maximum independence.

NEWBRIDGE

Housing for 10 men experiencing 
homelessness with mobility 
impairments.

Newbridge delivered 245 hours 
of community development and 
empowerment activities, these 
include; grocery store trips, 
mental health education, system 
and service use education, and 
diet and health.

59 is the average age of a 
resident. The oldest was 64 and 
the youngest was 55.

The average length of stay is 2 
years and 5 months.

The Newbridge program ended in June 2020.  
The 10 spaces from Newbridge were added to 
our Bridge to Home program.
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BRIDGE TO HOME

Over the course of the year, 74 individuals were served in the program.

The Bridge to Home program 
reduces the incidence of homelessness 
for individuals who have limited mobility 
and are chronically homeless, across the 
spectrum of complexity, who may have 
extensive health care system involvement 
as a result of addictions, mental illness 
and/or complex physical health issues. 
For those individuals residing in, or facing 
discharge to, emergency shelters or 
rough sleeping, intensive and intentional 
case management supports will locate 
appropriate accessible and affordable 
housing and support them in transitioning 
to permanent housing. The Housing 
First philosophy is used when providing 
supports and services to assist the 
individuals in successfully maintaining 
housing and maximizing independence.

13 Graduations 
The clients are now independently thriving 
in community, within an affordable 
property that meets their mobility needs.

57 is the average age of a client. 
The oldest was 82.
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Approximately 55% of clients are 
on Alberta Works and 45 % are 
on AISH or Senior’s Benefits.
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The RAD (Residential Accessible Design) 
Renovations Program assists limited mobility 
and low income individuals with the process of 
completing accessibility renovations within their 
home so they may have the opportunity to safely 
stay within their current home. The program 
includes services such as a home assessment, 
the sourcing of and navigation of applying 
for funding assistance, working alongside the 
client’s circle of support such as Occupational 
Therapists, Seniors Workers, caregivers, 
translators, family and landlords for funding 
requirements, construction design accessibility, 
working with a pool of pre-screened contractors 
with accessibility renovation experience, project 
management and construction oversight. 

97% of RAD participants agreed to strongly 
agreed that they felt their home was safer 
when using their accessibility renovation/
equipment

94% of RAD participants agreed to strongly 
agreed that they are more able to complete 
tasks of daily living

91% of RAD participants agree to strongly 
agreed that it is easier for them to care for 
themselves or for caregivers to provide care

94% of RAD participants would recommend 
participating in the RAD Renovation program 
to family, friends or people they care about

RAD RENOVATIONS

The RAD Renovations Program also 
assists those who may not be eligible for 
funding but may be in need of expertise of 
recommendations.

Accessible Housing’s RAD Renovations Program 
is made possible thanks to the support of United 
Way of Calgary and Area, the Government of 
Alberta and the Maja Foundation.

Over the course of the year, 58 modifications were completed.
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INCLUSIO

Inclusio is a fully accessible, supportive living 
home for 45 adults with limited mobility who 
require some assistance with activities of daily 
living but also value autonomy and independence.  

The engineering and architecture was specifically 
designed with the needs of residents in mind and 
includes features such as:

• Wellness room with custom, accessible tub;
• Fully and professionally catered meals in 

community dining area;
• On-site care, support and maintenance 

24-hours per day;
• Shared living space with electric fireplace 

and televisions on every floor;
• Beautiful, open concept patios overlooking 

Confederation Park on each floor; 
• Kitchenette and private washroom in every 

suite; and
• Custom, accessible cabinetry and 

appliances in each suite.

Smart technology throughout the entire residence 
including push button and voice activated: 

• Window coverings 
• Garbage bins 
• In-suite lighting
• Suite doors

Official grand opening of Inclusio was in 
June 2018 and was made possible thanks to 
the generosity of RESOLVE donors and the 
Government of Alberta.

About the Residents
Average age - 45 years
Youngest Resident - 19 years
Oldest Resident - 66 years

Average income for residents $22,176 hey care
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CHINOOK HOUSE

Chinook House works in partnership with the Calgary 
Housing Company. Throughout this 14-story building, 
Accessible Housing staff work one-on-one with 
five of our most long-term clients. Although mostly 
independent, these clients do require a modest amount 
of night-time and morning assistance as well as potential 
emergency overnight care. 

Our amazing Chinook House clients have been with 
Accessible for decades; the longest term being 43 years 
with an average of 23 years overall. 

ACCESSIBLE UNIVERSITY & HOUSING REGISTRY

These free online resources allow anyone, anywhere to learn how to make their home 
accessible, find funding for their projects, learn the basics of home accessibility, and list or 
find local homes for sale or rent. Our Housing Registry and AccessibleUniversity.com were 
visited by thousands of visitors in the past year. 

Did you know?

A mobile election booth was made available at Inclusio and several residents 
took the opportunity to cast their votes in the 2019 Provincial Election.  Everyone 
should be able to cast their vote, and have a voice!
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Donate a Car
A simple process that makes it easy to donate 
your vehicle to charity. Donate a Car handles the 
selling process, Accessible Housing receives the 
funds as a donation and the donor (you) get a 
charitable tax receipt. Visit www.donateacar.ca  

In-Honour, Recognition or Memorial Donation
Make your donation to Accessible Housing 
and let us know it is In-Honour, Recognition or 
Memorial gift; you will receive the tax receipt 
and the person or family member will receive a 
card with your personalized message.

Volunteer for casino days or volunteer to 
help out at an event.

Leave a Legacy
Work with your financial or estate planner 
to leave a donation in your estate. With 
planned giving you may leave a lasting 
legacy and give more than you ever thought 
possible.

WAYS TO GIVE

Skip the Depot
Register with Skip the Depot, select Accessible 
Housing as your charity, have your bottles picked up at 
your home or office then the funds are sent directly to 
us.  Tax receipts are issued by Accessible Housing for 
eligible donations.

Online and Monthly Donations
Visit www.accessiblehousing.ca and make a donation 
by credit card through CanadaHelps.  If you prefer to 
make your donations by cheque please visit our office 
or mail your cheque to the address on the back of this 
report.

Sponsor or attend an event hosted by 
Accessible Housing such as Dinner for 
Doors.

Gift of Securities
Work with your financial advisor or broker to 
arrange a donation of publicly traded securities. 
Charities benefit from the entire amount of the gift 
and the donor will not have capital gains tax on the 
appreciated value of the securities.

Create a fundraiser on Facebook
An easy way to support Accessible Housing and 
you can get all of your friends involved.  Set up the 
fundraiser through your Facebook account, select 
your charity then just share with your network. 
There are no processing fees on the donations for 
the charities.
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Adrian Adam
After Eight Interiors Ltd
Alberta Gaming, Liquor and Cannabis
Alberta Real Estate Foundation
Heather Allon
Susan Anderson
Anonymous
Anthem Properties Group
ATB Cares
ATB Financial
Mary Ball
Bank of Montreal (BMO)
Brandon Baxter
Carolina Bolivar
Elena Braverman
Murray Burke
Canadian Natural Resources Ltd.
Jonathan Carmel
Meghan Delnea
Michel Desjardins
Mark Dickin
Kyle D’Oliveira
Lisa Dong
Kaine Dumont
Mark Eberharter
Hussein El-sedawy
Jerad Emmanuel
Stephanie Felesky
Estate of Patricia Ann Frehlick
FarMor Architecture
Henry Gaela

James Graham
Corinne Griffin
Lap Ha
Jessica Hacker
Robert Half
Leslie Hall
Abbey Hopkins
Natashia Jefferies
Debra Kirwin
Lynda Kisil
Scott Konanz
Marlon Leal
Henry Lee
Cathy Lockerby
Austin Maggs
Chloe Mansfield
Jeffery March
Laren Martin
Joshua Mayer
Nathan McCarroll
David McElhanney
Sharon Moffatt
Sharon Mushabe
Amelia Musselman
W. Keith  and  Kathleen Nicholson
Alexander Nickel
Trenton Offereins
Paypal Giving Fund Canada
Dick and Sue Pearson
Irene Pfeiffer
Brayden Polson

Aneil Rajaram
Suresh Ramakrishnan
Stephen Randall
Marcia Richardson
Kathy Rickard
Alyson Rogers
Scotiabank Charity Challenge
Tammy Sechay
Kizito Serumaga
Trent Sicotte
John Signer-Romero
Cody Somers
Michelle Spencer
Lexie Spratt
Diane Stefanson
Suncor
Saima Tayyab
The Calgary Foundation -   

Anonymous Family Legacy Fund
The City of Calgary - Home Program
The Maja Foundation at The Calgary 

Foundation
Corinna Thomas
Brian Thompson
Gerard and Christina Thompson
Tyler Trask
Caroline Turner Hogan
United Way Of Calgary and Area
Brian Wennerstrom
Clint West
Jinmin Zhang

THANK YOU

Many thanks to all of the donors, funders, volunteers, sponsors and friends who have supported our work. 
Through your thoughtful generosity, Calgarians with limited mobility are able to thrive in community because 
they have a home.

Every effort has been made to ensure this list is accurate. If we have missed you, please accept our sincere apologies.
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Kanas Shelter Corporation
Project Warmth Society of Alberta
Care Connect
Foothills Camera Club
Alberta Health Services
Calgary COOP
Calgary Housing Company
Calgary Senior’s Resource Society
Cerebral Palsy Association
Cerebral Palsy Kids and Family Calgary
Ceridian Cares
Easter Seals Alberta
First Calgary Financial
HomeSpace Society
Horizon Housing
MS Society of Canada
Muscular Dystrophy Canada
Norfolk Housing Association
RBC
Residential Access Modification Program (RAMP)
Roger’s Insurance
Senior Home Adaptation and Repair Program 

(SHARP)

PARTNERSFUNDERS
Calgary Homeless Foundation
Government of Alberta - Ministry of 

Community and Social Services
United Way Of Calgary and Area
Alberta Seniors & Housing Corporation

SPONSORS
Alberta Real Estate Foundation
BDO Canada LLP
Tremar Computer Solutions

THANK YOU

Thank you to our RAD Renovations accessibility 
contractors and vendors!

Many thanks to the companies, organizations 
and individuals who donated silent auction 
items.
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I am writing to thank you guys for everything you are doing and for all of the measures that are being taken 
so our and your health are being kept and the risks of getting the COVID-19 diminishes.
We are living in times that I don’t even know how to define. Challenging times seems to be the best definition 
and I would like to thank you. 

Every single day I keep repeating: this is the best times to be living at Inclusio. I really do not know how my 
life would be if I wasn’t living here.
Here I feel cared for, protected, fed, everything a human being needs to do that I obviously cannot do by 
myself.

If there is a doubt about my health - a nurse show up like as magic to test me. If we [residents] are feeling 
down, someone creates a group so we can talk about our feelings! If we are worried about possible infection - 
Heather, Charo or Yoshimi shows up in protective clothes to check our health.

I feel blessed to be living here - before I was thankful, now I feel more than that, I 
feel blessed.

So yes, all measures taken are for our own health (and yours too) and they are very 
much appreciated.

A very thankful, 
Virginia (Inclusio Resident)
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“Before we had the renovation, it was very difficult for Matthew to get out of the house and to the car to actually go 
anywhere.  With the renovation, we have tested it even in the snow. It is basically minimal stress for him to leave the 
house for a medical appointment or social event.  Previously, we were dealing with medical first so we were rarely able 
to do any social events.  Now it has opened up a new arena of social events as getting to the car is no longer an issue 
which by default makes it easier for me as a caregiver to have a social life. From the time that we were first referred to 
RAD Renovations until the project was complete, it was a very quick turn-around.  We did not find that we had spent 
excessive amounts of time waiting. From the perspective of not having to do the application process or estimates on 
my own, from a caregiver perspective that was worth gold to me.”
       - Anonymous RAD Client

“The RAD Renovations Program dealt with the RAMP 
government program for us. It made it way less painful 
to get the funding to do the project. The Project Manager 
and Program Coordinator were both in our homes 
assessing our needs. They were both very good and they 
obviously care. Makes it a good experience - our family 
felt supported by the RAD team. It improved my son’s 
quality of life and has allowed him to stay in our home 
longer.” 
 -Gerry, RAD Renovations Client

“The RAD Program is hugely beneficial and has been a 
necessary resource for numerous of my clients. Many 
of my home care clients/families do not have the 
ability to navigate the system on their own in order to 
complete a home renovation project. The RAD Pro-
gram is available to support these clients, who would 
otherwise not be able to access the necessary funding 
to do important renovations that improve their quality 
of life. I am very thankful for the work that the RAD 
program does!”
      - Jennifer (Occupational Therapist)
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Accessible Housing is able to run a variety of programs through the support of many different people, 
funders, donors and commitments from government. 

      ASSETS
 Current Assets $ 2,870,965
 Long Term Investment $              157,932
 Property & Equipment  $  14,842,353
 Total Assets  $  17,871,250

        LIABILITIES
 Current Liabilities $  947,705
 Long Term Liabilities  $  13,511,065
 Net Assets $ 3,412,480
 Total Liabilities and Net Assets $  17,871,250

Government Funding
Calgary Homeless Foundation
Rental & Service Fees
Deferred Contributions Related to Capital
Donations
United Way
Other Grants
Interest Income

FINANCIALS - YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2020

REVENUE
$5,173,668

$2,455,263
$1,159,822
$743,079
$303,041
$147,381
$160,129
$196,133

$8,820
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FINANCIALS - YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2020

For our audited financial statements, visit accessiblehousing.ca

$2,998,243
$579,462
$321,984
$177,587
$197,446
$115,948

$162,005
$109,895

$69,597
$62,180
$55,134

$49,409
$39,640

$5,598

EXPENSES
$4,944,128

Salaries & Benefits
Amortization
Client Programs
Facility & Maintenance
Telephone & Utilities
Interest & Long Term Debt
Food Services
Office Rental
Office & Administrative
Professional Fees
Staff Training & Travel
Software & IT
Insurance
Fund Development



Many thanks to the team members who helped compile this year’s Community Report.

#215, 1212 31 Ave NE
Calgary, AB, T2E7S8

Phone:   403.282.1872
Fax:        403.284.0304

Situated on Treaty 7 territory and home of the Kainai, Piikani, Siksika, 
Tsuut’ina, Stoney-Nakoda Tribes and Metis Nation, Region3.

Charitable Registration Number 10668-2032-RR0001
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